CASE REPORT

Budd-Chiari Syndrome and Esophageal Achalasia: Unrecognized Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma Invading Multiple Organs
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Abstract:
Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) is the second-most common primary liver cancer, although its occurrence is relatively rare. Budd-Chiari syndrome (BCS) is characterized by outflow obstruction from the liver, with hepatocellular carcinoma being the most common cause of malignant BCS. In this case report, we describe the occurrence of an unrecognized ICC that induced BCS and esophageal achalasia.
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Introduction

Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) is a tumor of high malignant potential that is often asymptomatic in the early stages (1). As such, ICC is typically associated with a poor prognosis. An increasing incidence of ICC has been reported worldwide (1, 2). Thus, a clinical algorithm for the diagnosis and management of ICC needs to be developed in order to improve the outcomes of patients with ICC (3-6).

Budd-Chiari syndrome (BCS) is defined as the obstruction of the venous outflow of the liver due to various causes, including hepatomegaly, ascites, development of collateral veins, and lower limb edema (7). The prevalence of BCS is 1.4 per million in Western countries and 2.4 per million in Japan (8, 9). In practice, BCS is usually caused by multiple concurrent factors, including coagulopathy, hepatic neoplasm, or vascular malformation (6, 7). The natural course of BCS is improved by an accurate diagnosis and suitable treatment strategy (10), although BCS is induced by a malignant tumor in 1.3-4.5% of cases (8, 11).

In contrast, esophageal achalasia is characterized by a grossly contorted and dilated esophagus due to the absence of lower esophageal sphincter relaxation (12). Primary esophageal achalasia results from a decrease in the number of neurons in the myenteric plexuses, while secondary esophageal achalasia results from extra-esophageal diseases, such as gastric cancer, ICC, breast cancer, or other diseases (13-16).

In this case report, we describe the occurrence of an unrecognized ICC that induced BCS and esophageal achalasia.

Case Report

A 68-year-old woman presented to our department for the assessment of lower limb edema and was admitted for a further examination and diagnosis. The salient features on a physical examination included a linear scar in the right hypochondrium from a previous cholecystectomy, performed 42 years earlier, and pitting edema of the lower limbs. Laboratory testing revealed elevated D-dimer levels, suggesting a diagnosis of deep venous thrombosis in the lower limbs. However, there was no evidence of hematological disease, and computed tomography (CT) revealed intact veins of the lower limbs but constriction of the inferior vena cava (IVC) and deformity of the liver (Fig. 1A). In the absence of any evidence of a tumor on the images, a diagnosis of probable BCS due to thrombosis of the IVC was made. In-
combined with CT (PET-CT) was performed, revealing an abnormal accumulation around the IVC and esophagus (Fig. 1D). A CT-guided biopsy was performed, and the specimen obtained from the abnormal accumulation identified on PET-CT revealed desmoplastic changes and a ductular structure on Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) staining (Fig. 2A). A well-differentiated adenocarcinoma with positivity for cytokeratin (CK) 7 and CK 19 and negativity for CK 20 was identified on immunohistochemistry. We confirmed a diagnosis of ICC in the atrophic liver, with the BCS and dysphagia having been induced by the ICC.

For treatment, the narrowed segment of the EGJ was dilated using an expandable metallic stent with EGD. Although the patient was able to eat, the serum transaminase levels progressively increased. Due to the patient’s health status, aggressive treatment for ICC was contraindicated, and the patient died on day 309 after the initial diagnosis of BCS. An autopsy was performed, revealing that the ICC had spread from the liver parenchyma, with desmoplastic changes that extended to the pericardium, myocardia, esophageal adventitia, IVC, diaphragm, and right lung (Fig. 2E and F). There was no evidence of liver lobectomy, and hepaticolithiasis was identified (Fig. 2F).

Discussion

BCS is a rare disease, and patients present with several symptoms associated with venous obstruction and portal hypertension (7). Although BCS caused by tumor invasion of the IVC has previously been reported, that induced by ICC
Figure 2. Immunohistochemistry of the biopsy specimen, and macroscopic and microscopic findings from the autopsy. A, B, C and D: Microscopic findings of the biopsy specimen obtained from the left stromal area of the liver revealed desmoplastic changes and a ductular structure using Hematoxylin and Eosin staining, with negative staining for CK20 (A) but positive staining for CK19 (B) and CK7 (C) (original magnification×200). E: Macroscopic findings of the autopsy showing stromal change around the liver, esophagus (Eso.), right ventricle (RV), and left ventricle (LV). F: Microscopic findings of the autopsy showing tumor cells diffusely infiltrating the stromal tissue. Hepatolithiasis was found in specimen #41 (black arrow).

Table. Reported Cases of Budd-Chiari Syndrome (BCS) Due to Intrahepatic Cholangiocarcinoma (ICC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Age/Sex</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Involvement in BCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>67/M</td>
<td>S6/7</td>
<td>Tumor thrombosis in the IVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>44/M</td>
<td>Left lobe</td>
<td>Tumor thrombosis in the IVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>70/M</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Tumor thrombosis in the IVC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present case</td>
<td>68/F</td>
<td>Atrophic lobe</td>
<td>Direct invasion to the IVC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BCS: Budd-Chiari syndrome, F: female, ICC: intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, IVC: inferior vena cava, M: male, ND: not described, S: segment

is rarely reported. Previous reports of BCS due to ICC are summarized in the Table (17-21). After reviewing these previous reports and the present case, ours is the only BCS case in which ICC developed from the atrophic lobe. Furthermore, ICC has never been reported as the cause of esophageal achalasia. Moreover, to our knowledge, direct ICC invasion of the diaphragm, right lower lung lobe, myocardium, and esophageal adventitia, inducing BCS, has also not been previously reported.

ICC in the present case was diagnosed using immunohistochemistry. Ductal formation of carcinoma cells was found in the liver, with negative staining for CK20 but positive staining for CK19 and CK7 (22). Furthermore, diffuse desmoplastic changes around the cancer cells were found. Taken together, these findings supported the diagnosis of ICC (22). Previous review articles have identified several risk factors for cholangiocarcinoma (1, 3, 6), with definite risk factors for ICC including primary sclerosing cholangitis, liver fluke infection, hepatolithiasis, biliary malformation, and thorotrast. Although the patient in our case report had previously undergone abdominal surgery for cholecystectomy 40 years prior to the current health events, the details from that surgery were unknown. The autopsy findings revealed the presence of bile stones in the intrahepatic bile duct, and the middle hepatic arteries were identified in the peripheral region of the liver adjacent to the ICC. These
findings suggest that hepatolithiasis may have induced liver atrophy, with the ICC developing in the atrophic liver.

Secondary esophageal achalasia is generally believed to result from incomplete relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter due to extra-esophageal disease, such as gastric cancer invasion or metastasis from other tumors (13-16). Achalasia in the present case was induced by direct invasion of the esophageal adventitia by the ICC, which was confirmed by an autopsy. A previous study reported that, in contrast to primary achalasia, secondary achalasia presents as a long, narrow segment of the EGJ, a short duration of dysphagia, and a small esophageal diameter (23). In the present case, we did identify a long, narrow segment of the EGJ. Although secondary esophageal achalasia due to ICC invasion has never been reported, it was the only logical cause of achalasia in this case. Another study compared the clinical symptoms and patient characteristics between primary and secondary achalasia (24). In that study, patients with secondary achalasia due to malignancy tended to be older at the time of the diagnosis, have a shorter duration of symptoms, and have a greater loss of body weight than those with primary achalasia (24). Because these symptoms and their characteristics may overlap to some degree among primary and secondary achalasia (25), endoscopic or imaging examinations need to be performed for a definitive diagnosis.

The main diagnostic difficulty in this case was the lack of recognition of the ICC on the initial CT examination; although deformity of the liver was visible, the tumor was not. During the diagnostic process, PET-CT provided critical information, revealing a ‘hotspot’ in the left liver, which prompted us to perform a CT-guided liver biopsy and make an accurate ICC diagnosis. Therefore, PET-CT should be considered a useful tool for assessing potential neoplasms that are not identifiable on plain CT. Our case certainly indicates the necessity of ruling out neoplasms as a cause of BCS in patients without hematological disease. Although 84% of patients with BCS have at least 1 risk factor associated with coagulopathy, the present case had no hematological disease. Furthermore, it has been reported that 10% of BCS cases and 70% of secondary esophageal achalasia cases are caused by malignancy. Based on this etiology, PET-CT seems a useful modality for the detection of malignant tumors if achalasia due to malignant tumor cannot be ruled out.

Our findings of an ICC developing in an atrophic liver and invading the surrounding organs, inducing BCS and secondary esophageal achalasia, and the increasing prevalence of ICC worldwide support the need to establish new tools for the accurate diagnosis of ICC and develop targeted treatments (5, 26).

Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s deputy for publication of this case report and any accompanying images.
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